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+82 - 70 - 7712 - 7380

dive_global@acti.co.kr

www.diveintoskin.com
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ACT INTERNATIONAL Inc.
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Product
Category

Preferred
Buyer type

•  Import Vendor
•  Online Distribution Network
•  Offline Distribution Network

•  CE, FCC pending

Product/
Contents 

Overview

The beauty brand DIVE which puts customers’ health and beauty at the foremost, introduc-
es the Four-Way Beauty Device, which is a premium home beauty device designed for skin 
whitening, anti-aging, moisturizing and general skincare.
This device was created to fulfil customers’ needs for professional level skincare whenver 
and whereever they desire. For easy use, the device was created as a 4-in-1 modular device, 
with 4 head attachments.
-The 4 Heads-
•  RF Lifting Care (Function: High Frequency Waves)
•  Ion-Sono Booster (Function: Galvanic & Ultrasonic Waves)
•  LED (Function: Red & IR LED)
•  Galvanic Mask Connector (Function: Galvanic)
The design is user-friendly, which allows the user access to various skincare functions at the 
touch of a button. It was made in Korea, so the product is of high quality. The brand’s high-
end image brand marketing speaks to its high aspirations to be a premium home beauty 
device.
The Dive X Song Yoon Ju convergence content has brought to life DIVE’s identity to life. The 
artist has conducted deep and diversified research in eastern philosophy, and lent her ex-
pertise to creating this masterpiece, whose value now far surpasses that of a mundane tool, 
elevating it to the level of art.

“A company that realises the lifelong dreams of people through advanced technology”
ACT INTERNATIONAL Inc. is a company that strives to capture the essentials of life through 
candid ideas. We enhance the quality of life, never stop thinking about creating shared val-
ues, and make the services that can provide to our society. Moreover, we aim to make every-
one happy, not only the super-rich.
The device’s main task is Dispersion Head Overhaul which is a core part of CANON APT SYS-
TEM. Our know-hows and research went into perfecting this head, which precisely cleans 
various materials through the semiconducting process. In addition, through three years 
of research, we have developed a home beauty device, the Dive Four Way Beauty Device, 
which will soon be released..

Company information

DIVE 4WAY BEAUTY DEVICE
A premium beauty solution that manages healthy beauty of the skin with 4 different func-
tions.

Product information

•  Art Convergence Product
(Collaboration with Domestic Artist)

Collaboration Category

•  Other
•  Household Beauty Device / Cosmetics

Overseas Certifications

Art Collaboration



+82 - 507 - 1313 - 4468

casamellow@naver.com

http://casamellow.co.kr
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CASAMELLOW
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Product
Category

Preferred
Buyer type

•  Import Vendor
•  Online Distribution Network
•  Offline Distribution Network

•  USA - CPCS Certification Expected (October 2020)
•  Europe - CE Certification Expected (October 2020)

Casamellow - The Animal Farm infants’ pillow won the Seoul SBA Seoul award for Best Idea. 
We achieved 1,000 USD export to Japan.
Casamellow’s own original character pattern can be applied to other products than bed 
covers, for example, it may be applied to household goods.

•  

•  

Product/
Contents 

Overview

Casamellow is a professional design company registered at the Korea Institute of Design 
Promotion. We specialize in designing home fashion textile designs. We have over 50 dif-
ferent styles which can be used for classic, natural, flower, modern concepts. We can also 
accomodate clients’ wishes to apply seasonal heim textiles, maison and objet trends and 
modify, colorway, or refit as needed. 
We can export and manufacture all things including fabric, bed covers, body pillows, pillows, 
and other end products according to the buyers’ business type. In Korea we distribute to 
department stores, street shops, wholesale, etc.

Major 
domestic and 
Overseas 
perfomances

Casamellow does not limit itself in high-density microfiber products but places itself as a 
high-functional premium bedding brand through continuous research and development in 
eco-friendly and waterproof bedding.
Casamellow is registered at the Korea Institute of Design Promotion as the “Korean Design 
Company,” Seoul Regional SMEs and Startups Office as the “woman-friendly business,” and 
Ministry of SMEs and Startups as the “small and medium-sized enterprise.” 
We will improve our customers’ quality of life through healthy and beautiful bedding. 
Through this, we will always fulfill customer satisfaction as if we were right next to them so 
that they can dream happy dreams.

Anti-dust allergy microfiber infant pillow
Selected as an excellent product in th ID section of the Seoul Industry Promotion Agency,
It stiffness by finishing the slopes, providing comfortable and cozy sleep for those with sen-
sitive skin and atopy

Cotton Blanket Throw withe Double weaves Buz
It is a material with impurities removed by high-temperature washing by double-gauze cot-
ton with two-tone dyeing

Dikie washable all-in-one baby pillow
A functional pillow whose surface is double-stitched with microfibers for customers who 
prefer thickness of cotton

•  Character Convergence Product
(Original Character)

•  Household Goods

Art Collaboration

Company information

Product information

Collaboration Category

Overseas Certifications



+82 - 31 - 904 - 4223

beethovin@naver.com

www.crzone.com
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crzone
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Product
Category

Preferred
Buyer type

•  Import Vendor
•  Online Distribution Network
•  Offline Distribution Network

•  Registered copyrights and trademarks in China

Product/
Contents 

Overview

Character ‘noblips’
‘Noblips’ character characterizes endangered species living in the high mountains of Yun-
nan, China.
The color setting of the character is a soothing color that is not boring at any time and has 
been developed to relax the mind. Together with the ‘Noblips’ character, you can relax your 
mind and bring positive effects.
The design is luxurious, so the product is elegant and suitable for expensive products.

Domestic commercialization contracts and product launch status

Dream Office - Gel Pen, Deodorant
Myung Jin Hwaseong - Pouch, handbag, etc.
Dasan Office - Magnet, pen, etc.
EcoCation - Natural Cosmetics

Major 
domestic and 
Overseas 
perfomances

Crzone is a 27-year-old licensing company specializing in developing commercial charac-
ters. Our main jobs are: developing and planning commercial characters, developing char-
acter manuals, and plotting animation characters. We are the most experienced character 
developing company in South Korea.

Company information

Character ‘fruitrabbit’
She used to live in the moon world peacefully. One day a meteor fell to moon, and rabbits 
fell to earth in this crash. They crashed on earth where many fruit trees were flourishing. 
While falling off, the rabbits hit the fruit trees which caused them to have fruit patterns on 
their ears. Now they are living on the earth, making their own world with other animals and 
plant friends.

Noblips
He lives in alpine regions but loves to visit the towns and observe others. He eats anything 
from nature and is a naughty boy. He is optimistic so that he always say yes.
That’s why he feels floundered when others ask favors.

Noblopy
Noblopy is a poodle dog that helps and console Noblips when he is sad or in a difficulty.   
Normally, Noblopy is quiet. When he is happy, however, he hops around. He is very smart 
but cannot speak a single word before girls. He is not good at climbing trees but a good 
swimmer. Once he starts to swim, he never gets out of the water.

Product information

•  Cultural Convergence Product
(Original Character)

Collaboration Category

•  Household Goods

Overseas Certifications

Art Collaboration



+82 - 2 - 1644 - 5430

jeannelee@elfactory.co.kr

www.bluecanvas.com
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EL Factory
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B2C
•  On sale in 32 stores of LG BEST SHOP
•  On sale in 8 different offline shops in Korea
•  On sale in the various online platform 
•  On air in Hyundai Live Shopping TV Show
 
B2B
•  Various famous convention/fair event experiences 
•  Collaboration with eminent digital artists
•  Emart24 Convenient Store (More than 800 stores) 
•  Remian(by Samsung) Apartment (Contains more than 10,000 house owners)
•  ETC...

Major 
domestic and 
Overseas 
perfomances

Product/
Contents 

Overview

WHY BLUECANVAS?
CLEAR & HIGH QUALITY - A Premium WiFi Cloud Anti-Glare Smart Art Frame that renders 
artworks, images, and videos lifelike and textured
ART PLATFORM - Provides over 2,400 FREE artworks (Famous and new artists’ artworks 
from various categories). You can download and upload artworks anytime and anywhere 
by BLUECANVAS app, which contains valuable artworks/contents
FROM APP TO FRAME, INSTANTLY - By using BLUECANVAS app, you can easily upload your 
own images & videos. Capture moments and share with your family and friends anytime 
and anywhere
EASY & SIMPLE - Android board is installed in the device, so it is controlled by WIFI (Wire-
less)
SLIM & LIGHT - The most slim & light smart frame. [Thickness: 0.5 inch | Weight: 7 pounds(lb)]
VARIOUS FUNCTIONS -By BLUECANVAS app, users can set on & off time, set slide effect & 
time, set widgets, edit images, interface with SNS, connect with Bluetooth speaker, write 
text, and etc

“Adding a human touch to technology“ this is a new slogan of BLUECANVAS. Our technolo-
gy/service conveys the emotion of mankind. During the pandemic, BLUECANVAS will con-
nect people suffering from the limitation of social interaction, and lead a trend where peo-
ple will appreciate art in their private spaces through BLUECANVAS, not in public galleries 
and museums.

  
•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

Product
Category

Preferred
Buyer type

•  Art
•  Photography
•  Video

•  Commercial 
•  Signage
•  Display

•  App 
•  Interior
•  Deco

•  Art
•  Photography
•  Video

•  Commercial 
•  Signage
•  Display

•  App 
•  Interior
•  Deco

In 2016, EL Factory conceived the new business model and started the development of 
hardware and software. In 2017, the smart frame “BLUECANVAS” launched. BLUECANVAS is 
a smart frame that can be controlled anytime and anywhere by app and web. Users can up-
load their own photos and videos, also, appreciate artworks listed on the BLUECANVAS art 
platform, which provides over 2,400 free artworks, and valuable artworks of eminent/new 
artists. BLUECANVAS leads the new ecosystem in the culture/art industry. 

“Add sensitivity to technology“ this is a new slogan of BLUECANVAS. Our technology/service 
conveys the emotion of mankind. During the pandemic, BLUECANVAS will connect people 
suffering from the limitation of social interaction, and lead a trend where people will appre-
ciate art in private space through BLUECANVAS, not in public galleries and museums.

Company information

WHY BLUECANVAS?
CLEAR & HIGH QUALITY - A Premium WiFi Cloud Anti-Glare Smart Art Frame that renders 
artworks, images, and videos lifelike and textured
ART PLATFORM - Provides over 2,400 FREE artworks (Famous and new artists’ artworks 
from various categories). You can download and upload artworks anytime and anywhere 
by BLUECANVAS app, which contains valuable artworks/contents
FROM APP TO FRAME, INSTANTLY - By using BLUECANVAS app, you can easily upload your 
own images & videos. Capture moments and share with your family and friends anytime 
and anywhere
EASY & SIMPLE - Android board is installed in the device, so it is controlled by WIFI (Wire-
less)
SLIM & LIGHT - The most slim & light smart frame. [Thickness: 0.5 inch | Weight: 7 pounds(lb)]
VARIOUS FUNCTIONS -By BLUECANVAS app, users can set on & off time, set slide effect & 
time, set widgets, edit images, interface with SNS, connect with Bluetooth speaker, write 
text, and etc

Product information

•  All the fields related to video, image, art,
and commercial contents

Collaboration Category

•  Depends on the country, but Yes

Overseas Certifications

Art Collaboration

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  
•  



+82 - 70 - 7768 - 4253

saint5870@gmail.com
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EUNSUNG IND.CORP
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Product
Category

Preferred
Buyer type

•  Import Vendor
•  Offline Distribution Network
•  Art Gallery/Museum

•  None

Product/
Contents 

Overview

EUNSUNG IND.CORP.  offers a handy VANITY MIRROR/NAIL SHINER/FOOT FILE. It is a portable 
item. The users easily carry them on in their pouches. Whenever they use it, they will craft 
masterpieces out of their hands. VANITY MIRROR/NAIL SHINER/FOOT FILE

•  HIGHTECH 100% Pure high quality glass with Nano technology 
•  CLEAN Dust Free Washable with Water 
•  SAFE No harsh stainless steel for making skin damage Safe Laminated Glass
•  UNIQUE Designed with selected 12 Celebrated Artwork of Masterpiece 

EUNSUNG IND.CORP. was founded in Korea in 2007. Since establishment, EUNSUNG has 
perused to develop a variety of new products in the Beauty Industry. Our R/D team’s tech-
nology and talent is unmatched. Through their efforts, we are able to keep launching indus-
try-leading products oriented toward much beloved designs and eco-friendliness into the 
market. EUNSUNG IND.CORP is one of the leading manufacturers and suppliers of cosmetic 
and gift products in the beauty and gift industry. Thanks to expert consultants from Korea 
Polytechnic University (KPU), EUNSUNG IND.CORP. have succeeded in producing and sup-
plying a variety of celebrated paintings featured Foot Rasp, Nail 4WAY shiner, and compact 
mirrors and the auxiliaries related to beauty and gifts.

Company information

SILSTAR PROFESSIONAL MAGIC PEDI SHINER, Designed w/Celebrated paintings, 
Premium
Glass Pedi Shiner

SILSTAR PROFESSIONAL Compact Card Mirror, Unbreakable Acrylic Makeup Mirror
Unbreakable Vanity Mirror

About Product. 
•  Product Size : 39 x 120 x 4mm(h) (1.57 x 4.70 x 0.16in(h)) 
•  Package Size: 75 x 175 x 5mm(h *Nano etching technology applied for the surface
   of the body 
•  Easiest way to remove the calluses and old cracked foot skin 
•  Surgical grade pure glass surface with appropriate blade sharpness works instantly
   to shave off layers of dried calluses and hard skin.
•  Ergonomically designed glass body and easy to grip. *Small, light and beautiful
   artworks make it to be put in your handbags 
•  Waterproof and portable design, the whole body can be soaked in water for easy cleaning 
•  HSCODE 821420 0000

Product information

•  Art Convergence Product
(Collaboration with Domestic Artist)

Collaboration Category

•  Household Goods

Overseas Certifications

Art Collaboration



+82 - 10 - 8959 - 1768

j_bugs@naver.com

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC65Qx-BWaO7l4llL4tekORw
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J Bugs Co., Ltd.
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Product
Category

Preferred
Buyer type

•  Import Vendor
•  Online Distribution Network

•  None

Product/
Contents 

Overview

Annstyle cosmetics used the original character that was recognized by the Korea Creative 
Contents Agency for its excellent design for creating a collaboration product. Annstyle char-
acter is not a one-off collaboration, but an expression of style, so the character will have 
much application beyond the current project and may expand into fashion/beauty/style 
products as well.
Some buyers may love to consume the prominently placed brand logos. When applying 
cosmetics, the cover of the product is displayed for all to see, naturally inducing comparison 
and curiosity. In this context, the Annstyle cosmetics products can be like displaying acceso-
ries, allowing the user to feel a sense of satisfaction every time they take out the product out 
of the bag and put onto a table-top.
Also, there are increasing numbers of overseas consumers who wish to emulate the Korean’s 
lifestyele. Annstyle’s target base includes these people, who wishes to follow in the foot-
steps of “ANN”’s “Style”. In becoming a part of K-Wave, consumers’ styles will be affected by 
the trends in Korea.

Please describe your company’s major domestic and overseas performances.

•  Readying entry into a Thai influencer’s online platform. (Thailand, Shopee, Lazada)
•  We have entered a brand shop in Hanoi, Vietnam and making preparations for export. 
•  Will enter into Indonesia’s iLOTTEmall SEOUL MADE brand mall.

Major 
domestic and 
Overseas 
perfomances

J Bugs Co., Ltd. has know-how in developing the characters. Based on these advantages, we 
have lots of character collaboration MD products. 

Company information

ANNSTYLE DUAL LIP&GLOSS
Character Collaboration Cosmetics

Product information

•  Character Convergence Product
(Original Character)

Collaboration Category

•  Cosmetics

Overseas Certifications

Art Collaboration



+82 - 2 - 2270 - 1208

aiy1027@chf.or.kr

www.khmall.or.kr
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Korea Cultural Heritage Foundation
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Product
Category

Preferred
Buyer type

•  Household Goods
•  Craft Goods
•  Office Supplies
•  Apparels

•  Import Vendor
•  Online Distribution Network
•  Offline Distribution Network
•  Art Gallery/Museum

Product/
Contents 

Overview

Based on our know-how of directly operating gallery shops within Korea’s royal palaces and 
Incheon International Airport, we produce traditional products based on a deep under-
standing of the beauty of Korean tradition.

We contribute to the development of local communities and Korean culture through coop-
eration with domestic public institutions, museums, and social enterprises

We continue to create our own designs based on trends such as the Korean royal palaces 
and Korean unique culture (‘Culture of Jeju Haenyeo — Korean women divers’  registered as 
UNESCO intangible cultural heritage, etc.)

•  

•  

•  

Traditional products were developed in connection with the Korea Craft Design Founda-
tion. Representatively, we developed and launched various products with the Joseon Royal 
Guards character.

In collaboration with Autisitar, a social enterprise that uses the designs of autistic people in 
their products, we developed practical products such as mugs and handkerchiefs.

We have developed official commemorative products for representative events held in roy-
al palaces in South Korea. In particular, we launched products containing various aspects 
of the royal palace at events such as the Palace Culture Festival and the Moonlight Tour of 
Changdeokgung Palace.

Major 
domestic and 
Overseas 
perfomances

Korea Cultural Heritage Foundation is a public institution under the Cultural Heritage Ad-
ministration. Since its establishment in 1980, it has been working with the people to find 
and consider various ways to communicate with the present age based on traditional cul-
ture. Our foundation not only properly transmits the disappearing intangible heritage, but 
also carries out various projects to make the people more enjoyable and enjoy traditional 
culture by creatively utilizing cultural heritage.
In particular, our foundation is working on online/offline business to distribute traditional 
cultural products to domestic and foreign customers. We are reinforcing customer contact 
points through offline stores in royal palaces and Incheon International Airport, and an on-
line shopping mall called KHmall. Recently, we have also entered Amazon, the largest online 
shopping mall in the United States, and are striving to advance into the global market of 
traditional products that will represent the beauty of Korea.
In addition, in developing traditional cultural products, our foundation has three main 
strengths. First, as an organization affiliated with the Cultural Heritage Administration of 
Korea, it produces traditional products based on a deep understanding of the beauty of 
Korean tradition. Second, we contribute to the development of local communities and Ko-
rean culture through cooperation with domestic public institutions, museums, and social 
enterprises. Third, we are planning a product with high quality and detail as a product made 
in Korea.

Company information

Mini Handy Mirror with Korean Traditional Mother of Pearl Pattern Printed
A handy mirror with Korean traditional pattern printed on

Mother of Pearl Jewelry Box with Korean Traditional Pattern
A jewelry box with Korean lacquerware technique

Cloth Face Mask with Oriental Pattern Embroidery Korean Goblin Dokkaebi
A cloth mask with Korean Goblin embroidery(two PM2.5 filters included)

Product information

•  Cultural Convergence Product
(Traditional Culture, etc.)

Collaboration Category

•  Currently pending issuance of 
   US trademark

Overseas Certifications

Art Collaboration



+82 - 507 - 1390 - 1302

jhseo30@naver.com

wayable.co.kr
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Wayable
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Product
Category

Preferred
Buyer type

•  Online Distribution Network
•  Art Gallery/Museum

•  None

Product/
Contents 

Overview

We are an art collaboration platform. We provide a service in which when a company up-
loads a product design on our site, we connect the requests to relevent artists.

•  

•  

•  

Based on our know-how of directly operating giftshops within Korea’s Royal palace and In-
chon International Airport, we produce traditional products based on a deep understand-
ing of the beauty of Korean tradition.

We contribute to the development of local communities and Korean culture through coop-
eration with domestic public institutions, museums, and social enterprises

We continue to create internally generated designs based on trends such as the Korean Roy-
al palace and Korean culture (haeneo -- Korean women divers, etc.)

Major 
domestic and 
Overseas 
perfomances

Wayable is a social enterprise that serves the platform of art collaboration among artists and 
companies

Company information

Car diffuser
Image in front of car diffuser is able to be changed as request of customer.
Normally, that image is made by art collaboration.

Product information

•  Cultural Convergence Product
(Traditional Culture, etc.)

Collaboration Category

•  Cosmetics
•  Fashion/Clothing
•  Household Goods
•  Stationery/Toys

Overseas Certifications

Art Collaboration


